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The Alcohol Toolkit Study 

 The Alcohol Toolkit Study (ATS) is a monthly household 

survey of adults in England collecting data on alcohol 

consumption.  

 

 The ATS provides insight into population-wide influences 

on alcohol consumption and related behaviour.  

 

 ATS data has been used extensively, for example, in 

assessment of the relationship between smoking 

cessation and alcohol, the evaluation of the short-term 

effect of revised drinking guidelines on related awareness 

and knowledge and comparing brief interventions on 

alcohol and smoking.  
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A detailed monthly survey of alcohol use is 

needed to monitor population trends and 

evaluate policies aimed at reducing alcohol-

related harm.  

Key issues 

 In England, around 18% of men and 13% of women drink at an 

increased risk of harm. 

 There are an estimated one million admissions in England each 

year to hospital which are alcohol-related. 

 In England, around 7,000 deaths per year are alcohol-related. 

The most common of these is alcoholic liver disease.   

What we did 

Data have been collected since 2014 from over 50,000 people 

aged 16+ in England on a range of questions about their alcohol 

use.  

Data collected include the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test 

(AUDIT), beverage types, expenditure, exposure to brief 

intervention, attempts and motivation to cut down, and use of aids 

and motives to cut down.  

The ATS is the sister survey to the Smoking Toolkit Study, which 

means the same respondents also provide data on a range of 

socio-demographic and smoking characteristics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What next?  

The ATS will continue to gather comprehensive information on 

alcohol use contextualised with detailed smoking and socio-

demographic variables.  

The ATS will be used, in an NIHR Public Health Programme grant, 

to evaluate the long-term impact of the new drinking guidelines on 

alcohol use. 
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SPHR Contact/Find out more about this study at: 

For more information on the study and associated publications visit 

www.alcoholinengland.info.  

Findings and implications 
 Less than 10% of those who drink excessively and visit their GP 

report having received advice on their alcohol consumption (for 

smoking it is 50%) 

 January is associated with increased attempts to cut down but 

there is little evidence of reduced consumption 

 Publication of revised lower risk drinking guidelines can improve 

drinkers’ knowledge of these guidelines within all socio-

demographic groups. 
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